Progress Through People

A message from our Chair
The past year has been one of unprecedented challenges.
As the national human rights charity committed to improving quality
of dying, protecting end-of-life rights, and helping Canadians avoid
unwanted suffering, our focus is on people. We continue to make great
strides towards these goals. Our education and outreach activities,
coupled with our advocacy for legislative and regulatory change, were
increasingly effective in 2020 despite the restrictions imposed by the
COVID-19 pandemic.
Of particular importance were our efforts to mobilize support for
legislative amendments. The first, to remove the reasonably foreseeable
natural death eligibility criterion struck down by the Superior Court of
Quebec in Truchon, and the second, the introduction of Audrey’s Amendment
eliminating the requirement for final consent in certain circumstances.
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We look forward to active participation in the work of the joint Senate House of Commons committee and to pursuing our long-standing goal
of enabling Canadians to make advance requests for medical assistance
in dying (MAID).
None of this important work would be possible without the commitment
of “our people”– our donors, supporters, staff and board. Their ability
to adapt to a new reality was truly inspirational and I cannot thank
them enough.
As I look forward to 2021 and beyond, I am confident that our
organization is well-positioned to continue our important work on
behalf of Canadians.
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Dr. Chantal Perrot
Tammy Pham
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Chair of the Board of Directors, Dying With Dignity Canada
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A message from our CEO
When considering the theme for our 2020 Annual Report, one thing
really stood out for us: how many passionate, engaged and committed
people are contributing to the efforts and success of Dying With Dignity
Canada (DWDC). Since joining DWDC in March 2020, I have been both
grateful and inspired by all of our supporters and their commitment.
2020 was a year unlike any other for charities, and DWDC was no
exception. While we have had to deal with many changes in the past
year, we have been so thankful for the continued support and financial
contributions of our donors. Their generosity has enabled us to keep
moving ahead despite the many challenges.
Our volunteers adapted to deliver local advocacy, independent
witnessing, and education programs in new ways. They quickly
mastered the technologies and pressures of online presentations,
coming up with creative solutions for safe and distanced witnessing
and adapting to the changing virtual requirements in each province.
We welcomed several new team members into our organization
virtually. And although distanced, we have worked together to ensure
that DWDC is stronger than ever – expanding our efforts to inform and
educate Canadians, advocating for changes to the MAID legislation,
and supporting Canadians as they navigate end-of-life choices.
Most importantly, our community has rallied every time we have asked
by sharing personal stories, engaging on Facebook and Twitter, speaking
to media, sending submissions, presenting to parliament, and sending
thousands of letters to MPs and Senators.
It is through the combined efforts of every single one of these people
that we have seen such amazing progress in 2020. Progress through
people. People like you. I am so proud of what we have done this year
and look forward to seeing what we will accomplish in 2021.

Helen Long

CEO, Dying With Dignity Canada
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board committees
Advocacy
Finance and Audit
Governance
Human Resources

DWDC councils
Clinicians Advisory Council
Patrons Council

Special Projects
Groups
Under the leadership
of Liana Brittain and
Jack Hopkins, members
of our Disability Advisory
Council and First-Person
Advocates’ Initiatives
Council came together to
inform our response to
Bill C-7 and to provide input
into the development of
each area of the upcoming
parliamentary review.

2020 Achievements
Since 1980, Dying With Dignity Canada has actively worked on
improving quality of dying, protecting end-of-life rights, and helping
Canadians avoid unwanted suffering.

2020HIGHLIGHTS

7165
DONORS

1581 NEW DONORS

In 2016, we experienced one of the greatest steps forward for the
Canadian end-of-life rights movement with the passage of Bill C-14:
when the Parliament of Canada passed federal legislation that allowed
eligible Canadian adults to request medical assistance in dying. In short
order, the gaps in our MAID law were identified and challenged, and in
September 2019, Justice Christine Baudouin of the Quebec Superior Court
found in Truchon vs. Canada that Canada’s MAID law was too restrictive.
As a result, Bill C-7, an act to amend the criminal code (MAID) was
introduced in February 2020 and our work protecting end-of-life rights
carried on with a focus on the changes proposed in the new bill.

330 DOWNLOADS

The success of the organization’s mission

ADVOCACY TOOLKIT

is the result of a dedicated group of people

OF THE DWDC

including the staff, Board of Directors, advisory
councils, Chapters, volunteers and our donors.

FIRST TIME
PARTICIPATING IN
GIVING TUESDAY

Through focus and collaboration, we set out
to move the mission forward and make the
biggest impact we could. This is progress

1860
THANK YOU CALLS

through people focused on a common goal.
It goes without saying that 2020’s top story was the COVID-19 pandemic,
and this certainly impacted DWDC’s work and the world around us. In
March 2020, we introduced a new CEO, Helen Long. One of her first tasks
was to send everyone home due to the pandemic and create protocols
for the new reality of the time. The need for physical distancing also
impacted our Independent Witnessing (IW) program. Our Support staff
acted quickly and developed an online IW program in the provinces
that approved the change, and we were able to continue to help patients
through their decision to be assessed for MAID.
The original July 2020 deadline for Bill C-7 was extended due to the
pandemic, again when parliament prorogued in August and a third
time when the extensive debate at parliament made the December 17
deadline too tight for a decision to be made. Throughout this timeframe,
DWDC advocated for the changes proposed in the bill and our supporters
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A large majority
(86%) of Canadians
support the
Supreme Court of
Canada’s decision
sent over 50,000 letters to their members of parliament in support of the
new legislation. We appeared multiple times before the House and the
Senate and arranged a continuous string of meetings with MPs to share our
support for – and some concerns with – the proposed changes in Bill C-7.
Another important achievement for our support efforts was the launch
of our new Advance Care Planning Kit: a free resource available through
DWDC to help Canadians express their end-of-life wishes. The hard
work of designing, editing and reviewing the guide, as well as the many
provincial and territorial support documents necessary for this process,
was accomplished in 2020.
At the local level, our Vancouver Chapter was a strong voice in challenging
the Delta Hospice Society in British Columbia for refusing to allow for
MAID provisions on-site, which could have resulted in unnecessary forced
transfers. Not limited to this single facility, DWDC launched a province-wide
email campaign to encourage the provincial government to eliminate
MAID exemptions granted to publicly funded faith-based facilities.
In October 2020, we introduced DWDC’s first dedicated Volunteer
Engagement and Chapter Development Manager. With consistent
collaboration and support from head office and between Chapters, we
can focus on building our network of influence across the country.
Investing in the organization’s infrastructure and a strong team was
a commitment that the Board of Directors made to ensure DWDC
could adapt and move the mission forward.
2020 was a year themed by challenges and change. At DWDC,
we met the challenges, adjusted to the change and had a year full
of success and accomplishments. We are pleased to be able to share
and highlight the progress we achieved through our strong community
in this year’s Annual Report.
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in Carter v Canada
that recognizes
medical assistance
in dying (MAID) as
a right protected by
the constitution.
Ipsos poll 2020

Advocacy Achievements
2020HIGHLIGHTS

50,O00+
LETTERS

SUBMITTED TO GOVERNMENT

2

APPEARANCES
AT COMMITTEE

HEARINGS

19 MEETINGS
WITH MEMBERS
OF PARLIAMENT

330 DOWNLOADS

OF THE DWDC
ADVOCACY TOOLKIT

860
ARTICLE MENTIONS

~521M
MEDIA REACH

23 DWDC
MEDIA SPOKESPEOPLE
FROM 11 REGIONS/CITIES

Building strong government relations was a theme for our advocacy
efforts and outcomes in 2020. With the introduction of Bill C-7 in
February, we hit the ground running by reviewing the details of the bill,
preparing our comments and statements, and meeting with Members
of Parliament to help guide the bill and further Canadians’ access and
eligibility for MAID through legislative and regulatory change.
We attended several meetings with parliamentarians
or their staff and the minister’s office. DWDC appeared
twice before House and Senate committees and presented
briefs for each interaction. The reach of our advocacy is
measured through the work of our incredible volunteers
and supporters. In 2020, we developed and distributed
an Advocacy Toolkit to volunteers across the country.
Many of our supporters engaged their own Members of
Parliament through in-person meetings and over 50,000
letters were submitted to parliamentarians between
March and October. Several of our champions also made
submissions to or appeared before government committees
to share their lived experience. This collective voice heard
by the government strengthened our message and helped
achieve our goal – this is progress through people.
A significant amount of groundwork was done in preparation for the
five-year parliamentary review of Canada’s MAID law, including a draft
position statement on mature minors, mental illness, advance requests
and palliative care. DWDC will be an active participant in the 2021 review,
consulting with stakeholders, submitting written briefs, appearing before
the Joint Committee, and encouraging DWDC supporters across the
country to engage with their parliamentarians.
In more localized campaigns, DWDC supported the efforts of our
Vancouver Chapter in challenging the Delta Hospice Society and its
refusal to allow MAID in the facility. These efforts were successful,
and MAID will now be allowed on-site. Our Calgary and Edmonton
Chapters worked together to engage with the Alberta Ministry of Health
to influence the province to include MAID stakeholders in their end-of-life
consultations. This advocacy resulted in the Minister of Health connecting
the Chapters to the Assistant Deputy Minister at the Ministry and a
meeting was held to communicate the Chapters’ concerns in 2021.
Every day, we are inspired by the commitment our supporters have
for end-of-life rights and choice. In 2020, this energy was amplified,
and because of our collective advocacy, we got results.
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Volunteers and Chapters
DWDC began as a grassroots organization back in 1980. People across
Canada were drawn together by the mutual interest of ensuring Canadians
had access to quality end-of-life choice and care. Canada is a big country
and in 2012, our first Chapters were piloted to broaden and regionalize our
reach. Today, we boast 13 active Chapters and more than 200 volunteers
working together and focusing on the needs of their communities.

2020HIGHLIGHTS

In October 2020, we introduced our first-ever Manager of Volunteer
Engagement and Chapter Development. As an organization, we recognized
the need to grow and meet the demands of a changing sector. We saw
an opportunity to connect and collaborate with our Chapters in order
to move the organization forward. Like any new endeavour, many of the
first tasks are foundational and behind the scenes. Policies and processes
were created, and Chapter technology was initiated and streamlined.
The COVID-19 lockdown created a heightened need for our Chapters to
be able to communicate virtually, which they did through 10 regional
webinars. The implementation of a new, web-based volunteer software
program was initiated to record volunteer engagement and data and
share information broadly to all our volunteers in one platform. As the
need and interest in end-of-life choice and care increases, capturing the
time and work of our volunteers is essential.

20 CHAPTER CO-CHAIRS

It was identified that a resource for Chapter Executive Committee
volunteers was needed to quickly access information on a variety of
topics, including those related to the creation of new Chapters and the
management and operations of existing Chapters. In 2020, a group of
five volunteers from across the country
formed the Chapter Working Group to
take on the special task of creating a
Chapter Resource Manual. The manual
will assist in aligning our volunteers
and their work across the country.
As we expand our reach, consistency
in our efforts will improve the outcome
of our shared goals.
Despite the pandemic, our volunteers kept busy with thank you calls to
donors, digital engagement on social media, delivery of webinars, virtual
and modified in-person witnessing, advocacy on Bill C-7, as well as local
advocacy efforts such as the issue of forced transfers in B.C.
Our volunteers bring a variety of strengths and skills to the work they
do; what they all have in common is their passion and dedication to the
mission. We are so grateful for all they do.
DW D C 2 0 2 0 A n n ua l R e p o r t
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13

CHAPTERS

200

+

VOLUNTEERS
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REGIONAL WEBINARS
HOSTED IN 2020 BY CHAPTERS

“Developing the
Chapter Resource
Manual was an
enormous but
important task.
Together, the
committee was
able to create a
useful tool for
existing and
future Chapters.”
Mary Anne Cecutti,
GTA Chapter Chair

A celebration of l
Jacqueline and Mark met on E-Harmony in 2007. She lived in Florida
and he in Washington State; about as far apart as you can be in the U.S.
Jacqueline reminisces, “Right away, I knew, this is the guy.” Their
courtship started through letter-writing until Jacqueline decided to
jump on a plane to go meet Mark and they started planning their life
together, eventually moving to Powell River, British Columbia.
Not too long after moving to Canada, Mark and Jacqueline met a
group of people interested in creating an intentional community. After a
long search, they found 40 acres of land that would work, where they
established Hearthstone Village.
In 2012, Mark was diagnosed with an aggressive form
of prostate cancer. Jacqueline is a retired nurse and
found out Mark had about two years to live. She said,
“From the start, Mark did really well; he was always
hopeful and embraced all forms of medicine. Through
it all, he rarely despaired and was almost always his
cheerful self. He never lost hope that they might find a
cure.” They explored many different treatments, both
things within Western medicine and alternative therapies.
Mark lived six years past the two-year prognosis, but
after multiple rounds of chemo and radiation, a broken
hip from osteoporosis and pain medication that was
no longer working, he began to look into medical
assistance in dying (MAID) more seriously. Jacqueline
remembers, “Mark’s cancer was moving quickly so he said, ‘It’s time.
Let’s get the process started.’”
When Mark had his second MAID assessment during the COVID-19
pandemic, the physician, Dr. Jonathan Reggler, suggested that Mark and
Jacqueline consider having the provision outside because of their mutual
love of nature. They invited everyone and, in the end, 50 people responded
that they wanted to be there. What occurred next was an end-of-life
ceremony that reflected Mark and Jacqueline’s values, pushed the
boundaries of celebrations of life and, in true cohousing cooperative
spirit, was coordinated by the whole community.
“The beautiful ceremony we decided to have for Mark, that he was part
of planning, would never have happened if it weren’t for this community,”
Jacqueline shared. She was consumed with Mark’s care and helping arrange
people who wanted to visit with him, so the community took care of
all the other details.
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life, a public death
“For Mark, it seemed clear that dying publicly, having witnesses,
inviting people to come at the end, made perfect sense. It was a way to
take a very different road and that’s what he wanted to do,” Jacqueline
explained. People were invited to be part of the ceremony in any way
they wanted. They could sing, read poetry, bring their children;
whatever it was, whatever people felt comfortable with, it would be
incorporated into the ceremony.
The co-housing community got busy clearing the path to the river. They
built a wooden stretcher so that Mark could be carried comfortably from
the cabin to the beach. A friend from the community built Mark’s coffin
and another carved a poem into the lid. They included traditions of the
First Nations people who had lived on the land. The children wanted to
make paper lanterns and to lead the procession. They organized it all so
Jacqueline could focus on Mark.
As people arrived, they were asked to go out on the land and collect a
bouquet of flowers or greenery to lay at Mark’s feet. This was meant to
help people take their time and settle into the rest of the day. At the end,
after Mark died, people were asked to collect their bouquet and return
it to the land to again, give themselves some quiet time to regain their
composure and recover from what they had just seen and been a part of.
Dr. Reggler recalls when he arrived at the ceremony, “There was a path,
a fire burning, drumming and singing. There was no sense of any rush,
the community made absolutely certain Mark knew just how important he
was to each of them. It was remarkable.” People sang, played instruments,
read poetry, they even told jokes and laughed.
Once everyone had said what they needed to say, a community
member indicated that it was time for Dr. Reggler and the attending
nurse to come forward.
During the MAID provision itself, some members of the co-housing
community gathered around Mark’s bed and sang a song about trees
and the cycle of life. Jacqueline recalls, “The kids that live here were
just raw. They were crying and wailing throughout the last song. But ten
minutes later, they were all playing and running around and that felt
just right. It felt normal that there should be sadness, rawness, grief and
then playfulness and joy. I know that Mark would have loved that.”

DW D C 2 0 2 0 A n n ua l R e p o r t
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“Most people won’t
have this death,”
Jacqueline said.
“It’s the perfect
death in a way.
You get to say your
goodbyes, you get
to feel and see your
loved ones and you
get to die painlessly
and calmly, in your
own setting and
choosing. I think
that is a gift.
MAID is a gift.”

Compassionate Support
“I truly appreciate
your support. I was
pretty lost, confused
and worried about
my application for
MAID. Honestly,
your support helped
a lot in giving me
a sense of hope
and stability.” R.G.

2020HIGHLIGHTS

985
PATIENTS

SUPPORTED

525

COMPLETED INDEPENDENT

WITNESSING REQUESTS

Navigating end-of-life decisions can be complicated and daunting.
Every day, our Support team answers questions from Canadians who
need direction and resources for themselves or someone they love.
Support can come in many forms, but it always involves compassion,
empathy and someone to listen. Support that our team offers includes:
•	Understanding end-of-life choice
•	Navigating medical assistance in dying (MAID)
•	Independent Witnessing
• Advance Care Planning resources
• Bereavement resources
•	Mental health resources
In 2020, the Support team was very busy behind the scenes – updating
policies and guidelines, developing an internal resource manual, and
updating our Support software. While not glamourous, these tasks are
instrumental in improving our services and efficiency.
With more people relying on their computers for connection and
communication in 2020, we compiled a list of palliative and end-of-life
care resources and support services in every province and territory to
assist individuals and their loved ones, no matter their current stage of
health – all available online.
One of the biggest and unexpected projects we tackled in 2020 was
to shift Independent Witnessing (IW) for MAID requests online due to
COVID-19 restrictions. With the help of our volunteers in different regions,
we were able to quickly create protocols so that IW could continue to
take place and not prevent or hold up the MAID process for those who
still wanted to proceed. This also expanded our reach, where online
IW was approved, so we could provide this service in more rural and
remote communities. In regions where online IW was not permitted,
our volunteers found creative ways to witness through living room
windows and on front porches. The persistence and commitment
of our Support volunteers never ceases to amaze us.
The pandemic certainly increased demand for our Support services,
particularly with questions about COVID-19 and MAID, and Advance
Care Planning. We were able to assist close to 1,000 people on the phone
and through email with their questions and help them find the resources
they needed to navigate the MAID process. Support work is carried out
across the country by staff and volunteers – people supporting people.
We are honoured to help Canadians navigate end-of-life choice and care,
for themselves or for a loved one.
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The Power of Education
The shift to online learning was something that Canadians, including all
of us at DWDC, had to embrace in 2020. With the loss of local events and
the ability to gather, we moved all our events and speaking engagements
online. Our community is spread across the country so, thankfully,
delivering our educational programs online was already in practice; it
just required adjustment. Our technology was updated, everyone was
trained on how to deliver quality content online and, in the end,
we delivered seven webinars from the national office, and ten webinars
regionally through our Chapters.
Topics included:
• Advance Care Planning and COVID-19: Voicing your
		 choice in uncertain times
•	MAID panel: A snapshot today and potential
		 for tomorrow
•	MAID and COVID-19: Impacts of the pandemic
		 on end-of-life choices
• Body options: Making decisions about your final
		 resting place
•	Looking forward: The future of MAID in Canada
• Q&A on grief, MAID and preparing for a loved one’s
		 scheduled death
• A year in review: End-of-life choice during COVID-19

2020HIGHLIGHTS

7

END IN

MIND

WEBINARS

3750
END IN MIND

ATTENDEES
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REGIONAL WEBINARS
HOSTED IN 2020 BY CHAPTERS

All the webinars were well attended, prompted great questions, positive
feedback and interest in more educational opportunities.

“Many thanks

The reality of COVID-19 in our lives also increased interest in end-of-life
planning in 2020. As a result, we created a COVID-specific Advance Care
Planning (ACP) Kit shortly after the start of the pandemic. We also revised
our regular ACP Kit and provincial/territorial forms so that Canadians
had the best resource to complete these important documents. Thousands
of ACP Kits were downloaded from our website and sent to those who
requested them by mail.

your webinars

Despite the pandemic, we were still able to engage with many people
in 2020 through webinars, blog posts, social media and phone calls.
We were reminded of the importance of connection and support that
is fostered in community and through knowledge sharing.

for continuing
and bringing
different people
to the panel
segments each
time. It’s so
appreciated.”
Webinar Participant

DW D C 2 0 2 0 A n n ua l R e p o r t
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The Impact of our Donors
The achievements highlighted in the Annual Report would not have been
possible without the generosity of our new and long-standing donors.
Look no further than our first-ever Giving Tuesday appeal in which we
asked for support for one final push to get Bill C-7 passed into law.
We set a goal of $10,000 and our donors truly showed up: we raised
$43,000 that day, and the bill was passed three months later.

2020HIGHLIGHTS

OVER $1.5M
IN REVENUE
FROM 30,000+ DONATIONS

7165
DONORS

1581 NEW DONORS

ANNUAL GROWTH RATE 15%

2800+

MONTHLY

DONORS

AVERAGE MONTHLY
DONATION = $16.50

We saw an overall annual growth rate of 15 per cent in our donations
and grants. Through our volunteer-led “Thank you call” efforts, we
were able to speak to thousands of supporters and learn more about
their reasons for choosing DWDC for their annual giving plan.
We are grateful to everyone who trusts in our small but mighty team
and includes DWDC in their philanthropy, gifts large and small. Here
are some of our major donors from 2020:
Orville Acton

Janet Cook

Rebecca Greenberg

Robert Adamson

Roger Cotton & Marcia Matsui

Nancy Grigg

Hesam Aminian

Jan Crowley

Henry Guetter

Anonymous

Pearl Dacks

Riet Haaksman

Beverley Ashforth

Susan Desjardins

Kerrie Hale

AXIS

Sandeep Dhuper

Larry Hallatt

Adrienne Baker

Vreni & Marc Ducommun

Elizabeth Hall-Findlay

Tammy Banting

Deborah Duffy

Judith Hamilton

Elaine & Neil Barber

Brenda Eaton

Sylvia Henshaw

Frank & Elizabeth Barningham

Kate Ellis

Margaret Hawthorn

Susan Barton

Deborah Escott

Gerry Hegarty

Janice Beattie

Harold & Marjie Fast

Estate of Mary Elaine Heinicke

Beatty Street Partnership

Corey Koorosh Fazel
Foundation Fund

Susan Hemmings

John Bennett
Ruth Bergeron
Nani & Austin Beutel Fund
Estate of Joan Evelyn Bickle
Cindy & Robert Blakely
Lisa Balfour Bowen
James Bowen
Elizabeth Campbell
Deborah Cantin
Alixandra Capozzi
Raymond Cardey
Alan Chambers
Senta Chisholm
Jeanne Christie
Cheryl Clark
Patricia Clay

Patricia Hill

Paul & Joan Feth

Marcie Hogan

Bruce Folkard
Catherine & Guenter Forster
Clint Forster

Robert Holub
Don Hopkins

Barbara Fraleigh

Robert Hotrum &
Maureen Farr-Eagan

Janice Friso

Morris Hounsell

Bette Gallander

Judy Hunt

Ishbel Galloway

Sarah Hunter

Gellert Investment Group

James & Diane Husiak

Brian Gfroerer

Catherine Isaac

Robert & Janet Gibson

Richard & Donna Ivey

Ruth Gilbert

George & Wilma Iwanchyshyn

David Glue

W. Edwin Jarmain

Roslyn Goldner

Elizabeth Jefferson

Goudge Family Foundation

In Memory of Tor Jensen
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Rowly Johnson
Patricia Johnston
Susan & Mark Josselyn
Ian Kappler
Mary F. Keith
Martha Kelly

Ann Montgomery &
Elaine Zeiger
David & Joan Moore
Regine Moore
Sherry Moran
Anne Morawetz & Don Bocking

Doreen Kienlen

Dr. Patricia Morton &
David Morton

Dale Kirkhus

Shaun Murphy

Unity Kitchener

Sharon Neilson

Grace Johnson & Douglas Kittle

Stephen & Josephine Ng

Lylian Klimek

Janis Nitchie

Eva & Paul Kmiecic

Allan Oas

Patricia Knight

Lynne O’Brien

William Knight

Teresa O’Donovan

Jacqueline Kolesar

Sheila O’Leary

Karen Levine In Memory
of Helen Levine

Isabella Ostman

Chris Levy
David Lint

Patricia Othen
James Oxton

Heather Sheehan
Erica Sher
Joan Sloan

We would like to recognize

Nancy Johnson Smith

the members of the Christie

Jon Snipper
St. Andrew’s Fund at Ottawa
Community Foundation

who have pledged their
intention to leave a legacy

Paul St. Pierre

gift to DWDC. We thank

Sandra Stavert
Leslie Stevens

them for their generous

Leslie Stewart

commitment to protecting

Ron Storey

end-of-life rights and choice

Douglas Strong

for future generations.

Alicia Suttie
William Swire
Estate of Carol Ann Taylor
NA Taylor Foundation
ThanksVegan Foundation

Patti & John Loach
Linda Loewen

Gillian Park

Mrs. Marian Thomson

Marion Logan

Jack & Penelope Pasht

Helen Long

Scott Pasley

Throw the Switch Igor!
Foundation

Stephens Lowden

Manfred & Christel Paulun

Maureen Lyons

Arlene Pegg

Alexander Mair

Brenda Pengelly

Carol & Tom Mallett

Chantal Perrot

Susan Malone

Bradley Peter

Dean Manning

Ron & Penelope Peterson

Devon Mark

Margaret Petrie

Anni Markmann

Margaret Phenix

Linda Marshall

Elizabeth Phibbs

Miss Elizabeth Mason

Judy Phillips

Roderick McArthur

Ron Posno

Dr. Edward Weiss &
Mollie Weiss

Andrew McCleery

Tammy Purdy

Lydia & Royce Wells

Joan McCurdy-Myers

Chin Jong Reed

McGregor-Sinclair Ecology
& Peace Fund

Dr. Jonathan Reggler &
Anne Reggler

The Roderick J. White
Foundation for Science &
Reason in Society

Bonnie Mackay

Gayla Reid

Katherine McKee

Garnet & Lisa Rich

Isobel Esther McNeil

Clara Robert

Brenda Merrick

Dr. Joseph & Miriam Rogers

Mary Ellen & Evan Meyers

Anne & Brian Ross

Lorraine Miles

Paul Rowan

Miyoko Yanase &
Ms. Duff Pennie

Lesley & Carleton Millar

Andrew & Mary Sare

Marion Yates

Monica Miller

Lionel & Carol Schipper

Bill & Janet Young

Frances & Clive Minto

Cathy Schweers

Lynn Zeldin

Mary Mogford

John Sehring

Darlene Zimmerman

Sue Thompson

Charlotte Turnbull
Kent Vachon
Charles van Duren
Nancy J. Vivian
Harvey Walker
Margot Walker
Evie Wallace
Terence Walsh
Leenah Walsh
Ellen Waxman

Frances Wilkinson
Susanne Winter
Josie Woodman
Elaine Woodward
Paul & Mary Woolfrey

Judith Zuber
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Bentham Legacy Society

Jane & Ray St. John

Dr. George &
Dr. Catherine Painvin
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Christie Bentham
Legacy Society

Susan Barnabe
Christine Bauman
Sylvia Bews-Wright
Gerald Bloxham & Regina Paul-Bloxham
Susan Bracken
Scott & Mary Brown
Doug & Ellen Campbell
Constance Cuthbert
Laureen Darr
Annis Dupont
Lorraine Finnerty
Regine Frost
Giuseppe & Jean Gizzi
Francoise Hebert
Pamela Hobbes
Phil Johnson
Dennis & Herta Jones
Philip F. & Elaine V. Jones
Sandra & Dennis Jones
Jane Katan
Marjorie Anne Kildare
Jo Lander
Lorraine Luba-Foster
John Priddle & Jacqueline MacDonald
Lynn & Jack Marineau
Cheryl McGarrigle
Leigh Naturkach
Erica O’Dwyer
Carol O’Hara
Michele & Brian O’Keefe
Shawna Pichler
Rupert Raj
Edward & Margot Ralfe
Carol Rankmore
Margaret Smith
Angela Squires
Jim & Marcia Stephenson
Carol Taylor
Merike Weiler
Dianne Woodruff
Tamara Zielony

Financial Snapshot
2020HIGHLIGHTS

ANNIVERSARY

$93K

RAISED
FIRST TIME

In 2020, Dying With Dignity Canada recognized the need to grow and meet
the demands of a changing sector. We invested in building a strong team
and improving our internal structure and processes. These investments
strengthened our mission, as illustrated in the pages of this Annual Report,
and will continue to improve our efforts and outcomes for years to come.
Dying With Dignity Canada’s revenue is a result of our very generous
and engaged donors. A majority of our funding comes from our individual
supporters and monthly donors. We are grateful to the many Canadians
who believe in our work and continue to support our ambitious agenda
through their annual giving.

PARTICIPATING IN
GIVING TUESDAY

Defenders of Dignity
Our monthly supporters
provide the stable funding
we need to plan and to
react quickly when we’re
needed most. We are
grateful for the incredible
loyalty of these supporters,
who provided more than
1/4 of our 2020 fundraising

$651,856

Donations

$422,433

Monthly

$211,266

Foundation Grants

$176,826

Bequests

$59,120

Contributions in Kind

$6,241

Membership Fees

revenues

For the year ended December 31

2020

2019

	Donations

1,285,557

1,074,666

Bequests

176,826

3,970,500

Contributions in kind

59,120

55,661

	Miscellaneous

6,242

10,548

	Interest

126,930

135,382

CEWS/CERS	
222,710
$ Total

revenue, over $420,000.

Expenses

For the year ended December 31

0

1,877,385

5,246,757

2020

2019
427,020

Advertising and promotions

517,035

Amortization of property and equipment

6,308

6,367

Bank charges

29,163

19,934

Computer

57,814

44,632

	Financial support

47,627

35,526

	Insurance

6,078

6,808

	Meetings

6,521

63,512

	Office and general

40,717

48,597

Professional fees

66,353

162,182

Professional services

108,427

101,877

	Rent and occupancy

159,567

98,540

	Salaries and benefits

983,970

1,129,978

Telecommunications

18,895

21,074

Travel

910

26,574

$ Total

2,049,385

2,192,621
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P r o g r e s s t h r o u g h p eo p l e

Looking Ahead
Despite the challenges that 2020 delivered, Dying With Dignity Canada
was focused, productive and experienced many successes over the past
12 months. With the year behind us, we are now committed to the
work and opportunities that 2021 presents us.

The Dying With
Dignity canada Team
Helen Long
CEO

Candy Alexander

Development Coordinator

Alexa Bogoslowski
Office Administrator

The passage of Bill C-7 on March 17, 2021, was a triumph for end-of-life
rights and choice. Canada’s MAID legislation now extends to those whose
deaths are not reasonably foreseeable and allows for the waiver of final
consent should a person lose capacity before their scheduled MAID provision.
The commitment and perseverance of Canadians who advocated for
this bill resulted in success, but the work is not over. In anticipation
of this outcome, we have been preparing for what’s next for Canada’s
MAID legislation. It is now clear what’s ahead – two reviews that will
address advance requests, MAID for those with a mental illness, access
for mature minors, the state of palliative care in Canada and the protection
of Canadians with disabilities.
DWDC will be an active participant in the review process, consulting
with stakeholders, submitting written briefs, appearing before the Joint
Committee, advocating for change, and encouraging DWDC supporters
across the country to engage with their Parliamentarians.
We continue to grow our team and our infrastructure, increasing
our efficiency and effectiveness. And, most importantly, we will meet
the ongoing and increased demand for our important day-to-day work
supporting Canadians with end-of-life resources and information,
providing virtual education and webinars, and opportunities to connect
through our collective end-of-life experiences.

We look ahead with positivity and hope,
with more steps forward for quality end-of-life
choice and care.

DW D C 2 0 2 0 A n n ua l R e p o r t
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Program Specialist
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Volunteer Engagement and
Chapter Development Manager
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